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ABSTRACT
Positive beliefs about the validity and reliability of website information are important for users and the
success of a site. Users may use these beliefs in making judgments about the veracity of the iriformational
content that they encounter on the Internet. This research exami ned several compo nents associated with
Web sites that could affect credibility beliefs about Web site informa tion: doma in suffixes (e.g., .com, .edu),
quality seals, and organizations/domain names. Two studies were carried out involv ing a total of 433 par ticipants. One had 24 7 participants ( 171 undergraduates and 76 non-student adults) and the other had 186
participants (89 undergraduates and 97 non-students) . Results indicated that participants who reported
spending greater time on the Internet showed significantly higher trust ratings on several comp onents than
those who reported spen ding less time on the Internet. Participants had difficulty discriminating between
actual and fictitious quality sea ls and organization/domain names, with severa l fictitious ones judged as
or more trustworthy than actual ones.
Keyw ords:

beliefs; credibility; computer security; distrus t; domain names; domain suffixes; fraud;
internet ; quality seals ; trust; Web site; World Wide Web (WWW)

INTRODUCTION
A growing number of people around the
world are using the rap idly-expanding Internet
(WWW) to research various topic s, purchase
goods, and conduct other activities (U.S. Department of Commerce, 2002). Unfortunately,
the quality ofand validity of information on the
Internet is highly variab le. Web sites vary in their
accuracy, comprehensiveness, and currency of
content (Corritore, Kracher, & Wiedenbeck,
2003). For this reason , trust involv ing information on the Internet is an important issue
as the Internet becomes an incr eas ing part of
peopl e's lives.

Research on trust stems from a variety
of academic discipline s such as phi losophy,
psychology, economic s, and management information system s. Therefore, it is not surprising
that "tru st" is a topic of considerab le discussion
with no universa lly accepted scholarly definition
(Grabner -Kraeuther, 2002; Rous seau , Sitkin,
Burt, & Camerer, 1998). Some treat trust as
static, and some posit more dynamic deve lopmen t over time (Gallivan & Depled ge, 2003;
Gefen, 2000).
It has been arg ued that online trust is
qua! itative ly different from the trust developed
through continuou s face-to-face interact ions,
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because in the latte r, there is an opportunity
for repeated interactions and bidirectionality
(Rousseau et al.,-1998). During the initial pha se
of trust formation, informational exchange can
be hindered by information asymmetry (Ba &
Pavlou, 2002) due to incomplete or distorted
information provided on the Internet. Indeed,
authors of Web site information can be just about
anyone, and they can put just about anything
on line (although ther e may be some exce ptions
such as child pornography , and governmental
and industrial secrets) without any apparent risk
to themselves. Indeed, it is unclear whether it
is possible to regulate what can be placed on
the Web, which mean s inform ation quality can
never be assured. Anyone with a registered
domain name and minimal Web development
skills can post a Web site, and the information
posted on the site may not al I be true ( Alexander
& Tate, 1999). Un like peer-reviewed, refer eed
journal articles and other verified materials
involving high standards of the journalism
profession or other ethical report-writing disciplines, a substanti al portion of the "facts" on the
Web may never have been reviewed, edited, or
checked for accuracy (Johnson & Kaye, 1998),
or if done so at one tim e, may not be updated
to maintain accuracy. Because many reputable
organizations post information to the Web, a
substanti al amount of Web material is likely to
be reaso nably accurate, but the point here is that
some may contain errors. While some of the false
information may be simpl y uninten tional due to
bad writin g or poor editing, other information
on the Web may be purposely conceived to be
inaccurate , biased, or misleading (Flanagin &
Metzger, 2000) . Such malicious uses of Web
publishin g may pose a seriou s security threat
because it potentially exposes Internet users to
security risks such as on line privacy violations
and identity theft schemes designed to exploit
them (Miyazaki & Fernand ez, 2001 ; Schultz,
Proctor , Lien, & Salvendy, 200 I) .
Recent evidence sugg ests that Internet
u sers may fall prey to such security risks
beca use they often fail to verify the quality
of the information that they have encou ntered
online (Metz ger, Flanag in, & Zwarum , 2003).
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In these instances , users of search engin es may
"find " information, but the pages brought forth
as a result of the search should probably not be
considered to be errorless. In some cases, the
Web sites appearing in the sea rch may impart
inaccurate knowledge to reade rs without them
realizing that the information is untrue, that is,
not knowing that they have been deceived . This
is the crux of the potential problem.
To illustrate this case-in-point , e-commerce has developed faster than the means of
protecting consumers from exploitive entities.
Recent estimates indicate that e-commerce
sales surpassed $108 billion during 2006 and
increased almost 6% from the previous year
(U.S. Department of Commerce, 2006). Clearly,
people are increasingl y using information on the
Internet in their purcha sing decisions. However,
news stories about virus " infected " computers,
fraudulent Web sites, and so forth may effect
people 's beliefs about the medium 's trustworthiness. For example, " phishing " sc heme s
in which a realistic looking , but fraudulent,
request is made of personal, usually financiallyrelated, information is widespread (Dhamija,
Tygar, & Hearst , 2006). As a result of the risk
involved in using the Internet , Web designers
and security expert s are actively working to
institute design guidelines to promote trust and
information credibility on the Web in an effort
to make reputable sites discriminable from
bogus ones (Andreou, Kanellis, Martakos , &
Papadopoulou , 200 l; Nielsen , Molich, Snyder ,
& Farrell , 2000).
Online trust can be conceptuali zed from
previous, cross-disciplinary literature on trust
(Rousseau, et al. , 1998). One connecting point
concerns the development of system trust by
users when they interact with Intern et vendors
during e-comme rce transactions (Pennington,
Wilcox , & Grover , 2004). During an electronic
transaction , consumers are vulnerable when
they interact with an unfamiliar vendor (Gefen, 2000). They are at risk of havin g per sonal
financial information stolen by hacker s or unscrupu lous e-ven dors (McKnight, Choudhury ,
& Kacmar , 2002). In this context , Luhmann
( 1979) sugges ts that trust is a cognitive mecha-
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nism adopted by users to-reduce information
complexity during transactions where the y
as the buyer have very littl e control over the
actions of the vendor. Thus, the invocation of
trust operates to reduce the amount of risk by
reducing perceptions of anxiety and uncertain ty.
Some research indicates that these tran sactions
are guided by relatively stable psychological
traits such as a general predisposition to believe
inst itutions or other people (Bhattacherjee,
2002 ; Brown , Poole, & Rodgers, 2004). Other
efforts in the trust area have focused on how the
design aspect s of information technology can
influence trust (Gefen, Karahanna, & Straub,
2003; Gefen, 2004). For example, consumer
acceptance of Web site information has been
found to be tied to measures of perceived quality
and usability such as navigability , interacti vity,
and customer relations (Egger, 200 I).
Although Web site usability characteristics
are an import ant component of information
credibility, it should be not ed that addressing
the design ofa Web site is only a partial solution
to building on line trust. Personal characteristics
of the users such as differences in exper ience in
Internet use and certa in demographic attribute s
( e.g., occupational status, age, etc.) may influ ence att itude s regarding the need to be attentive
and critical of the information being se nt or
received over the Internet (Metzger, Flanagin ,
& Zwarum , 2003; Mi lne, Rohm , & Bahl , 2004).
Nov ice In ternet users may have difficul ty di scriminat ing fallaciou s Web interaction s and may
not know what to watch out for in protecting
themselves from unscrupulous entities (Flanagin & Metzger, 2000). In other words , they
mi ght not know what inform atio n they can trust
and which they should distrust and ultimat e ly
disrega rd it. Potentially, assistance might come
in the form of cautionary communications
communicated through security software and
hardware on their computer (Ha rdee, West, &
Mayhorn , 2006). Novices' ine xper ience w ith
the WWW ma y allow others to take advanta ge
of or exploit them. Pe rsons with grea ter Web
experience may be better ab le to discriminate
the diff erence between sites that are more or
less tru stworthy. Thu s, the ability to discrim inate

credibilit y among Web sites may be correlated
with familiarity. Gefen (2000) illustrated how
people 's previous experience with an e-vendor
acted to build familiarity and trust because it
helped to create a conceptual framework where
beliefs became more sophisticated. Fornovices
and even heavier users, e-commerce frequently
occurs in first-time and single-time only scenarios where users have not purchased items
from a particular website in the past. In these
instances , the development of trust through
familiarity is large ly unavailable , except for
generalizations learned from previou~ related
experience s.
An important issue suggested by the above
analysis is whether people use characteristics of
Web domains as cues regarding credibility. Previous research evaluating people's judgments
of Web sites found that consumers reported
the most important correlate of credibility to
be its "des ign look " (Stanford, Tauber, Fogg,
& Marable, 2002). Factors related to the appearance of a Web site such as colors, effective
grap hics, navigability of menus , and the ease of
use along with the absence of obvious erro rs such
as " dead link s" and slow down load spee d, ha ve
been identifi ed as de sign components that users
con sider whe n making credibility judgment s
(Egger , 200 I; Wathen & Burkel! , 2002). Other
Web site aspect s are a lso re lated to credibility
and trust. Lowered perceived credibility for Web
sites was assoc iated with th e characteristics of
being link ed w ith less credible sites , having
spe lling error s, and lackin g reference citations.
Rieei ge lsberger, Sasse and McCarthy (2003)
found that profe ss ional -looking page designs
were given higher positive trustworthiness
ratings . Also , research by Fogg, Soo hoo , Danielson , Marable, Sta nfo rd, and Taube r (2002)
found .the design characteristics to be the most
important determ inant of perceived credibility
of Web sites. The next highest factor was layo ut
(another Web site design characteristic). Less
important cues were familiarity and reputation
of the Web site's host. These re lation ship s
betwee n Web site design characteri stics and
perception s of institution-based trust were
validated in a rec ent lon g itudinal study that
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tracked self-reported buyer behavior and future
intentions of Amazon.com customers (Pavlou
& Ge fen, 2004):
Trust judgments are also made based on
Web site content. One major aspect is the assessment about the expertise /competence of
the source or host of the Web site (Wathen &
Burkell, 2002). These judgments may be aided
by including relevant details aboutthe Web site's
source or host (e.g., professional credentials,
funding source, etc.). Giving photographs of
the host's face or of a representative has been
found to enhance trust by making the source
appear more human and likeable (Fogg, 2003;
SteinbrUck, Schaumburg, Duda , & Kriiger,
2002). Interestingly, however, this result has
not always been found (Straub& Gaddy, 2003).
Riegelsberger and Sasse (2001) suggest that
face photos can be detrimental to Internet trust,
because blatant attempts can misfire. Photos
of "too" beautiful people can potentially undermine credibility beliefs. People may also
believe commercial Web sites with face photos
are strategic or "slick" attempts to manipulate
people 's trust , reducing people 's perceived
credibility of the sites (Riegelsberger, 2002;
Riegelsberger & Sasse , 2001 ). Riegelsberger et
al. 's (2003) data suggests that photos can add
to the trustworthiness ofless credible sites and
hurt the perceived trustworthiness of credible
vendors. The main point here is that research
has begun to find that people use cues provided
by ~eb site characteristics that affect perceptions of credibility.
The present research extends previous
research on Internet trust by examining participants' beliefs about the credibility of information by examining the role of three Web
site aspects in two studies . Study 1 examines
perceived trust differences as a function of (a)
domain suffixes (e.g., .com, .edu., .gov) and
(b) security seals. Study 2 examines (c) organization domain names. The rationale for each
of these factors is described in the context of
introducing each study.
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STUDY 1
Domain Suffixes and Seals of
Approval
Study l examines people's beliefs about Web
site credibility for two kinds of component
variations: (a) domain suffixes (.com, .net, .org,
.gov, and .edu), and (b) seals of approval. These
two components are described below.

Domain Suffixes
Domain suffixes are the abbreviation after
the period in the name of the basic Web site
URL. They are sometimes an abbreviation
that classifies the entity. For example , .gov is
government, and .edu is education. Commercial companies in the United States commonly
use .com. Suffixes may be cues for credibility
judgments because they roughly define the
source of message content (Hong, 2006). With
respect to commercial entities, Web site users
may perceive a profit motivation, and that the
information may be incomplete and potentially
lacking in information about risks (relative to the
benefits). However, with the .gov suffix (usually
associated with a U.S. government entity when
it is without a country code), a profit motive is
likely not to be as strongly associated , but may,
due to a stronger connection with responsibility and accurac y, be viewed as having more
credible information. Education institutions
with .edu (usually colleges and universities)
may be seen as credible because the content of
Web sites with this suffix tend to be written in
the context of information rich environments.
Furthermore, the Web site content is usu'ally approved by individuals such as faculty members
or administrators who possess graduate degrees ,
so users might make the assumption that the
information is reasonably accurate except for
minor mistakes. Other suffixes are also commonly used. Nonprofit organizations (which
of course do not have a profit motivation, by
definition) might be considered reasonab ly
accurate. The above descriptions are overall
categories. Finally, because of the tremendous
growth of the Internet, there has been a need to
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increase suffix designations. Some now being
used are more difficult to define and are somewhat ambiguous. One-is .net, which could yield
beliefs that are less certain, and thereby might
produce evaluations of credibility between the
extremes. The levels of trust that these suffixes
engender are examined in Study I.

Seals of Approval
Another feature that could potent ially increase
the credibility of a Web site is the presence of
seals of approval which suggest the endorsement of information by a presumably neutral
third party (Pavlou& Gefen, 2004; Pennington,
Wilcox, & Grover, 2003). One study focusing
on health-related Web sites indicated that seals
ofapproval were relativel y uncommon and were
found in only 4.8% of sites examined (Hong,
2006). Seals of approval such as VeriSign and
Trust e are created by third -party organizations
that set some stand ard or set of protocols for
which the users of their seal apparently must
follow, usually in relation to the handling of
consumer information (Cantrell, 2000). Apparently, Web sites that conform to some set of
standards cari use an organization's seal, which
is supposed to mean that some leve l of secur ity
and confidentiality is being met in collecting
and maintaining consumer information by the
site's operators so that information theft and
inappropriate use of consumer information is
reduced. A company potentially benefits from
using a sea l of approval because it may enhance
the perceived credibility of its Web site (Grabner-Kraeuter, 2002; Pavlou & Gefen, 2004 ).
The present study compared several real
seals of approval used on variou s Web sites
together with some fictitious seals that were
added to the set and which were made from
a few simple, basic graphic components. The
fictitious seals were included to determine if
they might be perceived to be as credible as
actual seals being used in Web commerce. In
addition, certain demographic categories were
also examined to determin e if there were any
participant differences.

Method
Participants. The data is derived from the
responses of 24 7 individuals in or around the
Raleigh, North Caro lina area. Data was collected
as part of a larger questionnaire containing items
concerning a variety of safety-related topics. The
data were collected as part ofa research project
in which university studenfs in an advanced
ergonomics course solicited IO or more persons
to complete the survey. Due to incomplete data
in the collec;;tedsurveys for the items examined,
14% of the returned surveys were not included
in the analyses described below. Of the sample,
171 were undergraduate students (M = 20.5
yrs., SD = 1.8) and 76 were non-students (M
= 39.4 yrs., SD = 13.5), including 125 males
and 122 female s.

Materials and Procedures
In the questionnaire instructions participants
were asked:
A. to estimate how many hours per week they
use a computer to connect to the Internet
(including email) over the past year
B. to rate how much they trusted the information on the Internet /World Wide Web in
genera l
C. to rate the domain suffixes: .com , .edu,
.gov, .net, and .org on the extent to which
they would trust the informatio n on a site
with that suffix
D. to rate a set of seals of approval according
to the extent to which they would trust the
information associa ted with them. The
sea ls as shown in Table 2 were presented
in color to participants. Seven were from
actua l Web-based organizations and three
were fictitious. The fictitious ones, constructed from simple gra phic components
includin g commonly ava ilable Web art,
were: (d)Acc u-Chek, (h) Web Verification
Assurance System, and (i) Honesty and
Integrity on the Web.
Accompanying the last three items (B, C,
and D) was the instruction to make the ratings
on a percenta ge (%) sca le wit h the following
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anchor descriptors given: (0%) "Would not
trust at all," (50%) "Would trust about half,"
and (l 00%)_"Would trust completely."

Results
Participants reported trusting 55% (SD=l6.4)
of the information on the Internet in general.
On average, the part icipants reported to use the
Internet 25.4 hours per week (SD= 30.8). This
distribution of hour s per week was positively
skewed, having a median of 15 hours. Participants were divided into two groups according to
hours oflnternet usage (i.e., more vs. less than
15 hours per week), and this coding was used as
a grouping variable in subsequent analy ses.
Analyses of the demographic variables
showed significant effects for two categorieshours ofusage and occupation. These results are
described in the two sections that follow.
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= 74.9) and .gov (M = 73.3). The remaining
comparisons were not sign ificant.
A 2 (occupation: college student vs. nonstudent) x 5 ( domain suffix) mixed-model
ANOVA showed a significant main effect for
domain suffix, E(4, 980) = 157.26, Q < .0001
and its interaction with occupation, .E(4, 980) =
6.4 7, Q < .000 I , but not a main effect of occupation, .E(l , 245) = 1.85, Q > .05. The results are
very similar to Internet usage analysis described
above. Tests of simple effects revealed that the
co Ilege students reported greater trust of .edu (M
= 80.6) and .gov (M = 78.7) than non-students,
.edu (M = 71.4) and .gov (M = 70.3). No other
comparison was significant.

Seals of Approval

Table 2 provide s the mean trust ratings and
standard deviations for the seals ofapproval as
a
function oflnternet usage hours per week (low
Suffix Domains
< 15 vs. high > 15) and participant occupation
Table 1 provides the means and standa rd de- (college stude nt vs . non-student). A 2 (hour s of
viations for domain suffix for participant oc- usage) x 10 (seals of approval) mixed-model
cupation (college student vs. non- student) and ANOVA sho wed a significant main effect of
Interne t usage hours per week: (low < 15 vs. seals ofapproval, .E(9, 2205) = 24.36 , Q.<.000 I,
high > 15). A2 (hours usage) x 5 (domain suffix) and its interaction with hours of usage, .E(9,
mixed-model ana lysis of variance (ANOVA) 2205) = 2.39, p__
<.O1, but not a main effect of
showed a significant main effect of domain hoursofusage,.E(l, 1245) = 1.28,Q.> .05. Tukey's
suffix, .E(4, 980) = 205.41, p__
< .0001 and the HSD test showed that participants reported that
interaction , .E(4, 980) = 2.62, J2.< .05, but not they trusted (a) VeriSign (M = 52. 8) significantly
a main effect of hours usage, .E(1, 24 5) = 1.07, more than all of the other sea ls. The (b) Health
Q > .05. Tukey's Honestly Significant DifferWebsite Accreditation (M = 47.4) and (c) Trust
/ ence (HSD) test on the domain suffix means e (M_ = 43.9) were trusted significantly more
showed that participants gave sign ificantly than all of the remaining seals. The next set
higher trust eva luations for .edu (M = 76.8) below these did not significantly differ from one
and .gov (M = 75.3) than the other suffixes, but another , except that the lo\vest U) Scam busters
these two did not differ significant ly from each (M = 36.0) was rated significantly lower than
other. The domain suffix .org (M = 63.8) was (d) Accu-Chek (M = 42.2), (e) Health On the
trusted significantl y more than .net (M = 50 .1) Net Foundation (M = 41.5) , and (f) BizRate.
and .com (M = 4 7. 1). The latter two, .net and com (M = 40.8). Tests of simple effects revealed
.com, were not significantly different. Tests of that participants reporting more on line hours per
simple effects revealed that participants who week also gave higher trust ratings of (a) Verireport using the Internet more than 15 hours Sign (M = 58.8) and (f) Bizrate.com (M = 44.8)
a week also gave higher trust ratings for the than those spendin g less time on the Internet
domain suffixes , .edu (M = 80.4) and .gov (M per week, VeriSign (M = 49.5) and Bizrate.com
= 78.7), than participants who reported using (M = 38.3). The remaining similar comparisons
the Internet less than 15 hour s a week , .edu (M were not significant ly differ ent.
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Table 1. Mean % trust ratings as afunction of hours on the internet and occupation for domain
suffix trust (SD in Parentheses)
Occupation

Internet/Week Usage Hours
Suffix

Low (<IS)

High (>15)

Non-Student

Mean

Student

'

.edu

74.9 (213)

80.4 ( 16.9)***

71.4 (22.3)

80.6 (16 .9)***

76.8

.gov

73.3 (23.9)

78.7 (17.6 )**

70.3 (23.6)

78. 7 ( 19.3)***

75.3

.org

63.S (23.3)

64.0 (21.3)

64.3 (22.8)

63.S (2 1.9)

63.8

.net

50.8 (18.8)

49.2 (21.7)

SO.7 (20. 7)

49.6 (20.2)

SO.I

.com

46.8 (21.7)

47.l (21.3)

47 .9 (23.3)

46.6 (20 .6)

47.1

Mean

61.9

63.9

60.9

63 .8

Note: Higher scores indicate greater levels of trust.
**p<.01. ***p<.001

Table 2. Mean% trust ratings as a/unction of hours on the internet and student status for seals
of approval (SD in parentheses)

Trust Seals

..JlriSig1t

(a)

...

(c)

~
.
. .

(d)

(e)

Internet/Week Usage Hours

Occupation

Low (< 15)

High( > 15)

No n-Student

Student

Mean

49.S (27. 1)

58.8 (25 .9)**

43.9 (30.S)

59.0 (23.7)***

52.8

47.2 (28.0)

50.0 (25.0)

39.3 (24.5)

52.9 (24.3)***

47.4

43.2 (26. 1)

46.3 (24.4)

38.7 (26.3)

· 47.5 (24.3)**

43.9

f

Make pn vacy your choice:"

42 .S (25.7)

43.0 (24 .8)

38.6 (26.6)

44.7 (24.4 )

42.2

40.8 (24.8)

43.1 (24.3)

38.2 (24.6)

43.7 (24 .3)

41.5

I\

Note: Higher scores indicate greater levels of trust; I\ Indi cates fictitious seal of approval symbol.
* p < .05. ** p < .OJ. *** p < .00 1
continu ed on follow ing pa ge
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Table 2. continued

( f)

:BizRate,r.am
·)J2i~.,.;;;;q
· .

'-'~=..~

(g)

~

A

••
·

35.9 (27.1)

44.3 (23.1 )**

40.8

40.8 (26.8)

41.7 (25.5)

38.9 (28.8)

42.3 (24 .7)

40.9

40.7 (24.9)

40.8 (24.2)

35.0 (25.8)

43.3 (23.S)**

40.0

~°"""ly ,'.'nd
h\tegrity on

A

40.2 (24.0)

39.6 (25.0)

36.3 (25.3)

4 1.S (24.0)

39.4

34.6 (23.5)

38.9 (24.0)

30. 7 (25.5)

39. 7 (22.5)**

36.0

41.8

44 .7

37.6

45.9

· , . ~W4lb.i- "i

U) ~mBusters~

Mean

44.8 (25.0)*

H.CK;R.AJA

(h)

(i)

38.3 (23.9)

·

Note: High er scores indicate great er levels of trust; "Indicates fictitious seal of approval symbol.
* p < .05. ** p < .Of. *** p < .001

A 2 (occupation: student vs. non- student)
x 10 (seals of approval) mixed-model ANOVA
showed significant effects for both main effects, seals of approval, E(9, 2205) = 17.08,
12.< .0001 , and occupation , E(l, 245) = 9.19 ,
12.<.01, as welHheir interaction , .E(9, 2205) =
2.93 , Jl.< .001. Tests of simple effects revealed
that college students, compared to non-student s,
reported greater trust for the following seals:
(a) VeriSign (M = 59.0 vs. 43.9) , (b) Health
Website Accreditation (M = 52.9 vs. 39.3),
(c) Trust e (M = 47.5 vs. 38.7), (f) BizRate.
com (M = 44.3 vs. 35.9), (h) Web Verification
Assurance System (M = 43.3 vs. 35.0), and
G)Scambusters.org (M = 39.7 vs. 30.7). Thus
for 5 of the 7 real seals, college students gave
higher trust ratings than the non-student s. Also,
1 of the 3 fictitiou s seals, Web Verification Assurance System, showed the same significant
higher trust by the college students. No other
paired comparison was significan t.

Discussion
Study I examined perceptions of trustworthiness of severa l domain suffixes and seals of
approval. Consistent with the results of Hong
(2006) concerning the credibility ofhea lth-related websites, participants discriminated among
different domain suffixes by~ howing .edu and
.gov to be rated higher than .net and .com,
with .org intermedi ate. This finding roughly
follows a posit ive relation with expertise and
a negative relation with profit mo tive. The two
highest rated domain suffixes ( .edu and .gov) are
usua lly associated wit h informational source s
posse ssing higher education and a responsibil ity to give accurate information. The lower
rated suffixes are associat ed with commercial
enterprises with profi t goals . Commercial Web
sites would be more likely to pursue advertis ing and marketing schemes that utilize biased
information al content that give less emphasis to
negatives (including risks) whi le empha siz ing
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the positives to persuade consumers to buy their
products. The exception is direct-to-consumer
advertising (DTC) by drug manufacturers in
which the U.S: Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) advises and warns manufacturers when
their Web content fails to present an equal balance of benefits and risks (FDA, 1999).
Also examined were seals ofapproval (e.g.,
VeriSign). Perceived degree of trust was judged
for seven real and three fictitious seals. Trust
ratings for fictitious seals were in some cases as
high asorhigherthan were elicited by severa l of
the actual seals. More experienced users (as well
as the college-student demographic) seemed to
be able to better discriminate two of the most
common seals than less experienced users (and
non-student adults). However, it is interesting
to note that experienced users also rated one
of the fictitious seals significantly higher than
did the less experienced users. The particular
trend noted above is consistent with previous
research indicating that student populations rely
heavily on the Web for personal and academic
information , but they are also less likely than
non- student s to verify the qua lity of online
information (Metzger, Flanagin, & Zwarum,
2003). We will give other implication s of these
results in the Genera l Discussion section.

STUDY 2
Domain Names
Partic ipants' beliefs about the credibility of
inform ation may also be based on name s of
organizations and their assoc iated Web domain
names. The major focus of Study 2 was whether
participants wou ld evaluate actual and fictitious
organi zation s (and corresponding Web domain
addresses) differently with regard to the amoun t
of trust they would have for the informational
content of the Web site. The experimenta l manipulation was designed to determine whet her
people cou Id discriminate rea l organizations and
their correspondin g Web site domain from fake
(bogus )one s through the pattern of their rat ings.
In half , the organizations (and associated Web
address) were real , and in the other half, they
were fictitious. The fictit ious Web sites wer e

included to determine if they might be perceived
to be as credible as actual Web sites.

Method
Parti cipants. A total of 186 indiv,iduals participated (101 females and 85 males) , with
89 being college students and 97 non-student
adults. The college students (M = 21.6, SD =
3 .1, ranging from 18 to 34 years) were recruited
.from introductory psychology courses and
received class credit for their participation.
The non-students (M = 40.6 years, SD = 15.2,
ranging from 19 to 81 years) were volunteers
from the Raleigh , North Carolina area who were
recruited at various venues. Another sma ller
group of participants (N = 13) rated the domain
names on fami liarity.
Stimuli. Sixteen types of domains were
used. They were se lected to represent a wide
range of content areas. Associated with each
content domain was a real ( actual) organization,
togeth er with a basic "home " Internet address.
All of the real organizations provide service s
including the distribution ofi informational
material s ( e.g., medic al or chemical inform ation) for member s within the organization and
to outside groups ( e.g., concerning medical
or chemica l information). Companies whose
main role is product manufacturing were not
included. Paired with every real organization
was a fictitious organization appearing to cover
a simil ar content area. Thus, each domain type
was associated with one actual (WebMD:
www.WebMD.com) and one fictitious (Wel:y
Doctor: www.WebDoctor .org) domain name
and Web address. This resulted in a total of 32
domain name s investigated (16 domain pairs).
A ll participants viewed all 16 domain types.
Appro x imate ly half the participants saw one
set of 16 doma in names in which half(8) were
actual and half (8) were fictitious . The other
half of the participants were given the remaining 16 domain names in which half were real
and half were fictitiou s. Thus, each item of the
domain name pa irs was see n by about half the
participant s from balancing the ir presentation
across the two groups of particip ants.Any given
partic ipant saw all 16 domain types , but on ly
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one ofits paired domain names: an actua l name
or a fictitious one.
Procedure. Participants were asked to complete a multi-topic questionnaire. The present research focuses only on those questions involving
trust of Web site information and demographics
(e.g., age, sex, and occupation).
Initially, participants were given background information that Web .sites may be
created and maintained by a variety of persons
and organizations. Given the list of 16 organizations and Web site addresses, they were asked
to provide a percentage estimate (0 to 100%)
according to how much they wou ld trust the
information presented on the named Web site.
Anchor descriptions for the ratings were the
same as Study l's: 0% = would not trust at all;
50% = would trust about half; l 00% = would
trust completely.
Another group of participants rated the
same organizations on familiarity. The 9-p oint
rating scale (0 to 8) had the following word
anchors associated with the even-number
i
anc hors: (0) not at all fam iliar, (2) somewhat
familiar, (4) familiar, (6) very familiar, and (8)
extremely familiar.
·

Results
Analyses revealed that participants reported
on average trusting only 55% of the information across the 16 Web site domains provided.
Overall, mean computer use per week was
reported to be 25.2 hours (SD = 18.4). There
was no sign ificant relationship between hours
using the computer and mean trust ratings.
There were also no significant relation~hips
for gender and occupation (college student vs.
non-student) on computer use , but younger
participants tended to use a computer more
per week than older participants, r = -.24, p <
.01. Also , there was a relationship between age
and trust; younger participants reported higher
levels of overall trust to the organizations than
older participants , r = -.16 , p < .05.
The data for the trust ratings for the specific
actual and fictitious sites are shown in Table
3. Participants rated eight ( 50%) of the actual
Web sites higher on trust than its fictitious pair.
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They also rated three of the fictitious websites
significantly higher than actual websites. For the
other five domain types, ratings did not differ
between the actual and fictitious websites.
Analyses incorporating demographic
categories yie lded only a few significant effects. There were no gender effects except
for one involving the broker domains. Males
tended to trust the fictitious broker organization (American Brokers Counsel) more than
females , but there was no gender difference
for trust of the actual /real broker organization
(American Brokers Corporation). The college
student vs. non-student demographic factor also
showed no differences except for one regarding ergonomics societ ies. Non-students trusted
the fictitious ergonomics association (National
Ergonomics Association) more than the real
one (Human Factors and Ergonom ics Society);
however, there was no difference between the
two ergonomics associations for the college
students. Additional analyses yielded no other
significant correlations or main effects/interactions as a function of other demographic
grouping variab les.
Also included in Table 3 are mean familiarity ratings. These data were collected from an
independent group ofindividuals from the same
pool of participants that evaluated the domain
names on perc entag e trust. These data show that
there are some instances where better known
organizations (given relatively high ratings of
familiarity) such the American AutomobileAssociation and WebMD , were trusted more than
the fictitious pairing. However , there were two
instances in which participants indicated being
significantly more familiar with the fictitious
organization than the actual organization. Thus,
there is some evidence of a relationship between
familiarity and trust ; however , correlations
between trust and familiarity with actual and
fictitious Web site doma ins considered separately or together failed to show any sign ificant
relationships.

Discussion
In some case s, participants gave substantial
trust scores to fictitious name s of organization s
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Table 3. Mean % trust and familiarity ratings for actual and .fictitious Web sites/organizatio ns
%Trust

Actual Websites

Familiarity

%Trust

American Academy of
Pediatrics
73%* **

www.AAP.org

American Pediatric s
1.00

53%

www.DIAHome.org

.95

53%

Advanced Chemi cal
Safety
74%***

www.Chemical- Safety.
com

.36

54%

www.aarp.or g

59%

JD Powers and Assoc iates
52%*

www.JDPower.com

National Nutritional
Foods Associat ion
61% **

www.NNFA .org

45%

www.ConsumerR ight.co m

51%

American Nutritiona l Foods
Assn

.82

www.Cras h-Worthiness.
com

Crash Safety
.22

57%***

American Dietetic Association
61%** *

www.EatRight.com

47%

Society for Women's
Hea lth Research
61%

www.Womens-Health.org

.18

.65

.74

www.Cras h-Safety.org

65%

.70

www.DIAA. com

Women's Hea lth Assoc iation
1.29

.35

.85***

Dieta ry Assoc iation of America
2.2 1***

1.67*

www.ANAA.co m

Crash Worthines s
38%

•

www.olderamer icans.or g

Cons umer Satisfac tion Federa tion
1.85***

1.44

www.ACA.org

Association for Older Amer icans
1.60** *

- Familiarity

www.Med ln fo.org

American Chemical Laborntories

American Associatio n for
Retired Persons
64%

www.Ame rican-P ediatri cs.org

Medicine Informati on Assoc iation

Drug Information Assoc iation
55%

Fictitious Web sites

2.2 1***

www.WHA.com

continued on fo llo wing page
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Table 3. continued
Human Factors and Ergonomics Society
60%

www.HFES.org

National Ergonomics Association
.43

63%

WebMD
www.WebMD.com

3.49***

53%

National Environmental
Education and Training
Foundation

.33

www.NEETF.org

AAA American Credit
Bureau

1.25

49%

American Automobile
Association

55%

www.AEEF.org

60%*.**

American Credit Foundation

American Brokers Corporation

3.49***

418%

Internet Security Software

1.73

National Automobile Counsel

.74

www.NAA.com

.82

39%

www.AmericanJ3rokersCorp.com

40%

.47

www.ACF.com

www.AAA.com

49%**

1.45

www.WebDoctor.org

American Environmental Education Foundation

www.AAACredit.com

61%* **

•

Web Doctor

60%**

47%

www.NEA.net

.36

American Brokers Counsel

.74

www":A.bro
ker.net

.92

www.ISS.net

52%-

Security Software on the
Internet

.36

www.SSl.net

*p < .05; **p <.0 1; ***p < .001

and Web sites. The potential problem that this
finding highlight s is that unscrupu lous individuals may put up a Web site that appears to
be a reputable source of information on some
topic when in fact it is not reputable , and may
contain false and deceptive information. For
example, a phony organization or business could
be formed simply for the purpose of deceiving
user s (Baker, 1999). Without knowledge that
an organization is bogus , people might accept
the information provided as authent ic and

true based on their concept and assumpti on of
syste m trust (Pennington, Wilcox , & Grover,
2003). Indeed, a mystery organization with
the nam e, Nationa l Ergonomics Association ,
was a party in providing information to U.S.
lawmak ers about ergonom ics. The information,
promulgated by this apparent organization, was
that there was not enough science to support
stronger ergonomics laws. Of some importance
and concern in this case is that this lobbying
effort might have played a part in the withdr awal
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of a proposed overhaul of U.S. Occupationa l
Safety and Health Administration regulations
promulgated in 2000 and 200 1. The problem
with havin g bogus organizations is that untrained and unaware users might think that the
information provided by a seemingl y legitimate
source represent s the current state of the art and
basic thinking of profe ssional ergonomi sts. The
information put out under the banner of the National Ergonom ics Association may seem like
it is coming from a credible and expert source
on the topic, and thus, could influence opinion
and "know ledge." The main point is that people
may have difficulty in differentiating which
organizations and Web sites are credib le and
trustworthy. Thi s issue is particularl y important
when the information involved concern s topics
such as health care where safety and risk factors
are involved.
;
While the pre sent study ha s clear implic ations for user s of the Internet, the findings also
have implications for companies and other hosts
ofWeb sites. For examp le, iIlegitimate Web sites
thatappearsimil arto legitimate Web sites might
detract from the reputation and perception s of
credibility of legitimate sites. Unscrupu lous
effort s might capitalize on the role of perceived
organizational fami liarity and trust (Gefen,
2000 ; Gefen, Karahanna , & Straub, 2003) , and
throug h deceit and disgui se produce disrepute
on legitimate , reputable organizatio ns. ·
A small but significant negati ve correlation
suggested that older individuals do not trust Web
sites as much as yo unger adults. Thi s finding
is consistent with previou s resear ch (Karvonen
& Parkkinen, 2001), but may also be attributable, at least partl y, to a generation gap with
respect to computing. There is now a large
body of research that demonstrates , contrary
to popular belief and early research , that very
old adults are willing to learn about the Internet (see Rogers , Mayhorn , & Fisk, 2004 for a
review). However , older adults are also more
wary in sharing personal information online.
Despite the overall lower level of tru st by the
older-age adults , they had a similar pattern of
ratings of the actual and fictitious sites as did
yo unger-age adult s.

In some instances better known , more fam iiiaror ganizations such the AAA and Web MD
were trusted more than the fictitious pair. However, moderate and lower levels of familiarity
do not seem to have a substantial influence on
the extent of trust. Interestingly , in two cases ,
higher fam iIiarity rat ings were somet imes given
to the fictitiou s organization (Women' s Health
Association and Crash Safety) than the actual
organization (Society for Women's Health Research and Crash Worthiness). Clearly, if it is
fictitious , it should be considered unfamiliar.
Possibly , however , the fake names seemed
better. It wou ld be unfortunate if people were
misdirected away from real Web sites because
the real organizations do not so und as good as
fake ones. The familiar ity ratings seemed to
depend on the name of the organization and
domain name see ming authentic and credible.
Yet because of the somewhat unclear pattern of
finding s, the relation between trnsta nd familiarity need s further investigation.
The topic or content domain of the organization appears to play a relat ively large role in
people 's judgments. Medical and health related
sites seem to be trusted more than Web sites in
other content domain s such as organ izat ions
comprised of brokers and security software
engin@ers.Th is suggests thatpeoplemay believe
that cert ain content area s have some heightened
risk associated with them.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The overall findin gs of this research are discussed in three parts. In the first, the current
findings are summarized, and potential methodo logica l shortcom ings are described . In the
second , the findings are discussed in terms of
how they relat e to previous research in the
area. Fina lly, the implication s and conc lusions
section offers implication s and suggestion s for
future research.

Findings from the Current
Research
This research sugge sts that peop le have a
moderat e leve l of skepti cism and confidence
in the verac ity of information on the Internet.

•
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In general, people reported that they trusted
only about half of the informational content
on the Inten:iet. This was relatively consistent
in both studies using different kinds of overall
measures oflnternet trust.
The results show that reported trust of
Internet Web sites differed as a function of domain suffix, seals of approval, and organization
domain names. For the domain suffixes, .gov and
.edu were rated the highest, and .net and .com
were rated the lowest. This finding is sensible
in that most information posted by government
agencies is accurate and based on considerable
internal and external review. The .edu finding
also makes sense in that these Web sites are
domains of higher education institutions . The
finding that .com and .net are lowest prob ably
reflects their commercial nature and the fact
that some businesses may not .provide reliable
and valid information . The finding that .org is
in the middle may reflect people 's differing
experience with (not-for -pro fit) organizations
with respect to the reliability and accuracy of
the information they provide .
Additional :findings indicate that participants who reported greater Internet usage had
greater trust of .gov and .edu domain suffixes
than participants with less Internet usage. The
same pattern was found for students vs. nonstudents, who tended to overlap with the abovementioned usage categorie s (i.e., students using
the Internet more than non-students). This
pattern might be explained by differences in
exposure to the Internet. In other words, it is
likely that the student population sampled in
these studies may be more familiar with these
typ es of sites because they frequently access
them for academic information (Metzger, Flanagin, & Zwarun , 2003). Persons who use the
Internet more may have , over time, learned to
trust the quality of information for .gov and
.edu sites more than persons who have used the
Internet less (Gefen, 2000) . Likewise, the trend
fornon-student adult populations to display less
trust than students is consistent with previous
work (Metzger et al., 2003).
While these findings are theoretically and
practically interesting, the limitations of the
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present study should be noted. First, the survey
methodology used self-report data which might
not nece ssarily reflect objective behavior with
regard to online trust by users. Nevertheless,
such methods are useful in determining the
subjective attitudes of users which has been
shown to be a predictor of goal-directed intentionality (Fishbein &Ajzen, 1975). Second, the
generalizability of the results might be questioned because the partic ipants were recruited
from one area of the world-the United States.
While previous research does indicate that the
predisposition to trust others has a strong crosscultura l component (Fukuyama, 1995), there is
also evidence that standardized interface designs
act to facilitate online trust (Gefen, 2000).
Because e-commerce is a global construct , it
is unclear whether the impact of Web design
characteristic s will offset cultural differences
in trust. This issue is addressable in future empirical research . Lastly , the external va lidity of
using student samples has been questioned by
previous investigators. While this concern is
valid, it should be noted that both experiments
reported here also recruited a substantial number
of non-student adults . Also, it might be noted
that currently, conventional e-consumers are
younger and better educated than other segments
of the population who are less apt to conduct ecomrnerce transaction s (McKnight, Choudhury,
& Kacmar, 2002). Thus , in this area ofresearch ,
samples that include university students might
reasonably approximate the online consumer
demographic.

--

Placing the Current Findings in the
Context of Past Research
As mentioned earlier , previous research suggests that the quality of the user interface of
Web sites is a major determinant of a person's
initial estab lishment of trust (Aube rt, Dewit, & Roy, 2001; Wathen & Burkell , 2002).
However , some of the best (and also some of
the worst) interfaces are found in .com Web
sites, which in this study were rated lower than
.gov and .edu. The latter two domains tend to
have more basic (i.e., less elaborate) interface
designs. Also, .gov and .edu Web sites may be

Ill
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subject to usability oversight and regulation.
than non-students. While the explanation of
For example , the National Institute on Aging
familiarityandassociationwithgoodcompanies
(NIA) has published a set of design guidelines
fits the pattern of findings for three of these
toensurethatdesignersofUSgovernmentWeb
seals, it does not fit entirely because the Web
sites are creating interfaces that are usable by Verification Assurance System seal is fictitious
older adults (Morrell, Holt, Dailey, Feldman, and should, therefore, be less familiar and not
Mayhom,Echt ,&Podany,2003). Because.com
associated with good companies. College stuWeb sites are less regulated in terms of design dents exhibited heightened level s of trust even
layout and interface, they are highly variable
for a fake seal. The seals of approval results
in the amount of trust they elicit. Recent us- tend to show that people who report greater
ability testing of e-commerce sites by N ielsen Internet use have somewhat higher levels of
and his associates suggested that average Web trust, and perhaps too much , as exhibited by
sites complied with approximately 55% of the the findings foroneofthefictitious seals. These
guidelines they developed to enhance online seeming ly discrepant findings are explainable
informational trust (Nielsen , Molich , Snyder, when placed in the context of Fogg's (2003)
& Farrell, 2000). Thus, some cues about trust framework where he described the source of
apparently arise from a variety_of Web design Internet credibility errors. In this framework ,
components. According to the present results , Fogg explained that users who are skeptical of
trust beliefs are cued at least partly by domain
sites in genera l may make " incredulity errors"
suffix.
when they incorrectly mistrust information
Seals of approval also influenced Int ernet from reputable sites, By contrast , other users
trust. The highest trust ratings were for VeriSign. may commit "g ullibility errors" when they are
However, this seal and the ones that fo llowed it persuaded to accept bogus information.
only received moderate levels of trust. Interest The relatively moderate levelsofrated trust
ingly, the fictitious ,sea ls that were inserted in the ind icates, at least some level of appropr iate
setwereratedashigh,orhigher,.thansomeofthe
---skepticism, and for good reason , since some
seals which are actually used in reputable Web companies using the seal have violated their
sites. Th issuggestsbothalackof_discrimination
policies (George, 2002) in exposing or selling
and a hesitancy to assign substantia!"credibilit y personal information co llected. Such actions
based simply on the sea ls.
along with eavesdropping on user sessio ns and
Other analyses showed that per sons who manipulatingdatawithoutauthorizationconstiuse the Internet to a greater extent reported
tute a threat to infonnat ion security (Schultz ,
greater trust for some seals such as VeriSig n Proctor , Lien, & Salvendy, 200 I). Increasingly,
and BizRate.com than per sons who used the theonu sof convincingconsumersthattheonline
Internet to a lesser extent. These two seals are infonnation they provide on the Internet is valid
frequently used by credibl e, reputable Internet and reliable rests solely with the company or
vendors. Previous research suggests trust tend s organization that maintains that Web site. The
to emerge from a long-term relationship be- sea ls of approval potentially give assurances
· tween a per son and another entity, in this case from a third party that personal infonnation will
that could be the Internet (Corritore, Krach er, not be disclosed, but th is wou ld only develop if
& Wiedenbeck , 2003; Go ldsmith & Lafferty , the sea ls of approval are based on valid criteria
2002). With these two sea ls, familiarity and their that are actua lly upheld.
association with good companies may enhance
the development of trust. Students vs. non- stu- IMPLICATIONS AND
dents showed a similar pattern , but also y ielded
CONCLUSION
additional significant differences with students
An important implication of th is research is that
trusting Trust e, BizRate.com , Web Verification
peop le might be "tak en" by a Web site giving
Assurance System , and ScamB usters.o rg mor e
decept ive and misleading infonnation - without
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their real izat ion. Wrongly assigned trust could about how people make credibility judgments
translate into misplaced trust and potential sus- of online information, it is unclear what qualceptibility to security risks such as "phis hin'g" ity control mea sures might be evaluated by a
attempts . There is also the potential problem rating system. Moreover, because the sheer
of the incorporation of false infonnation into number of Web sites on the Internet is vast, and
memory that may be used as some basis for participation by Web site designers is voluntary,
decision making later.
it seems unlikel y that such a rating system will
There are several directions that future re- be viable in the foreseeable future.
search might take. Potential follow-up questions
Because it is unreali stic to presume that
include : (a) whether users make the mistake of people will be constantly on guard to protec t
using misleading infonnation posted on Web themse Ives from potential on Iine security threats
sites; (b) whether they use the "information" in that arise from information credibility issues,
making decision s; and (c) whether they realize perhaps this function should be allocated to
1
(without being told) that they have been fed false the technology involved. The brow ser or portal
infonnation. These and other related resear ch engi nes that allow users access to the Internet might be empower ed with computerized
ideas warrant future investigation.
Other potential implication s include the algorithms or artificial intelligence routine s
use of interventions to give users the informa- to provide them with enhanced "awa reness"
tion they need to verify the validity of the Web regarding credibility issues. These intervention s
sites they use. One initial step in enhancing the might take the form of autonomous software
credibility of online informat ion is to utilize programs that automaticall y perform a "behind
the existing literature on persua sive message the scenes" security check for the user on the
legitrmacy of the site and pos sibly past user
content development. For example, credibility
might be enhanced by providing I inks to other experiences. Automated checks might also
Web sites on the same topic and other refer- examine available information regarding the
background of pers ons or organizations to
ence sources so that users can independently
confirm that the information they are reviewing · wh ich the domain belongs. Condition s to be
is accurate (Amsbary & Powell , 2003; Fallis, checked dyring such an automated "security
2004) . The presence of statistics and quota- scan" intervent ion might focus on the prestions /testimonials from other users who share ence or absence of Web site design feature s
similar characteri stic s might be effective in such as identifying credible seals and domain
convincing users (Hong, 2006). Interventions
suffixes. Concurrently, the automated system
could focus on the development of published might access a variety of user-related criteria
guideline s to help users evaluate information
such as customer ratings and site owner -related
credibility (Alexander & Tate, 1999; Fallis, information such as length of time in busine ss.
2004). The guidelines might give indicators such Reputable Web site hosts would benefit since
as whether the author's credential s are listed, the users would be less uncertain about the Web
lack of advertising, the absence of typographical
site's credibility and users wou ld be protect ed
errors , the presence of up-to-date content, and from potentially fraudul ent sites.
the citation of authoritative references .
As users may be unwilling to follow a ACKNOWLEDGMENT
checklist every time they search the Internet Special thank s and gratit ude are given for assis for information, other researchers such as tance by Eric F. Shaver,Atticus Y. Evil, Christina
Wathen and Burkel! (2002) have proposed the C. Mendat, and Shana J. Ward. Portions of this
development of a quality rating scale for Web research were presented at the Human Facsites, but they also describe why this approach tors and Ergonomi cs Society Annual Meeting
is premature. Given the current state-of-the-art , in Denver, Co lorad o, USA (Evi l, Shaver , &
which indicate s that researchers are sti IIlearning Wogalter, 2003) and at the International Ergo-
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nomics Association 16th Triennial Congress
(Wogalter & Mayhorn, 2006), in Maastrich.t,
The Netherland~.
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